
MODULE 3, SESSION 6 

Writing Emails Beyond Your Sequence 



What You’ll Learn: 
»  What to send to your readers when they’re through your 

sequence  
»  How to maintain engagement even when you don’t have new 

books  
»  The best way to leverage your relationships with other authors 



Out of Sight, Out of Mind 
»  Ignore your readers too long and they’ll forget you  
»  They’ll be less likely to open emails or click on links  
»  Plus, you’ll get out of a good habit  



Monthly Check-Ins  
»  Email monthly, even if you have nothing to sell  
»  It doesn’t have to be long, but something is better than nothing  



What to Send  
»  A recommendation of another author’s work  
»  News about an upcoming release of yours  
»  A link to a podcast interview or blog post (even if it’s old)  
»  A giveaway  
»  A funny story 
»  Anything at all!  



Use Your Imagination 
»  This is another brainstorm 20, use 1 situation 
»  The more your idea shows off your personality the better  
»  Participation is also encouraged 



Come Sale Away 
»  Hold multiple sales per year  
»  Holidays, birthday, anniversary, etc.  
»  Good chance to get stragglers to pick up a copy  



When to Send 
»  Weekday mornings (particularly Tuesday) 
»  Schedule ahead of time 
»  Plan your emails ahead of time (and batch them)  



Mailing List Hygiene 
»  To save money, you can delete readers who never open 
»  Keep in mind, open-tracking is not 100% 
»  Anybody who monopolizes your time and doesn’t buy or review 

can go  



Email Overwhelm 
»  More subscribers means more emails to reply to 
»  Find a system that works for you  
»  Batching emails once or twice a day can lessen the workload   
»  I take my emails offline to reduce my screen time  



The Far Off Future 
»  Get help as soon as you can afford it  
»  People on staff (even 10 hours a week) can accelerate your 

career  
»  Emails are often the easiest thing to outsource 
»  But try to keep that personal touch  



Recap  
»  Stay in contact with your readers at least once a month  
»  Use these emails to promote other authors 
»  Keep an open mind to what you can do between launches  
»  Have a system for dealing with email overflow 


